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Leadership Conversations
A guide to getting new employees recruited, oriented,
and productive—FAST "Onboarding," a growing trend
in the business community, is a focused methodology
that gets people in new roles up to speed quickly and
efficiently. This book guides you through a process
that enables you to recruit, orient, and enable your
new employees to get the job done. Learn how to
inspire and encourage your new employees to deliver
better results faster. George Bradt and Mary
Vonnegut’s Onboarding helps ensure that your new
employees are productive and efficient from day one.
You’ll learn how to help them assimilate into your
corporate culture and accelerate their learning.
Onboarding is one of the hottest trends in business
This is the first book about onboarding George Bradt
is a leading speaker and consultant, and the author of
The New Leader’s 100-Day Action Plan For business
leaders and managers who want well-trained,
responsive, efficient, and effective employees,
Onboarding helps you get the best from your new
employees.

Master Your Next Move, with a New
Introduction
Conversation techniques and tools that can help
strong managersbecome great leaders Often the very
same skills and traits that enable rising starsto
achieve success "tenacity, aggressiveness, selfconfidence"become liabilities when promoted into a
leadership track. Whilemanagers' conversations are
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generally transactional and centered onthe task at
hand, leaders must focus on people, asking
greatquestions and aligning them with the vision for
the future.Leadership mindsets and skills can be
developed, and LeadershipConversations provides
practical guidance for connecting withothers in ways
that transform each interaction into an opportunityfor
organizational and personal growth. Identifies four
types of conversation every leader must
master:building relationships, making decisions,
taking action, anddeveloping others Provides an
action plan for boosting your personal
leadershippotential, as well for developing leadership
skills in others Draws on the authors' rich experience
coaching and working withleaders at a wide range of
organizations, including NASA, the U.S.Navy,
intelligence agencies, Boeing, Gillette, Bausch &
Lomb,and Georgetown University Leadership
Conversations is required reading for bothhighpotential managers looking to make it to the next
level andleaders looking to develop their people.

The One Minute Manager Anniversary Ed
Two career and business experts share their eightpoint plan on how to succeed in a new job or project,
offering helpful guidelines on leadership, decisionmaking skills, interpersonal relationships, and other
key aspects of the corporate environment. Reprint.
50,000 first printing.

Leadership Vertigo
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An introduction to leadership draws on a program
developed for an elementary school to show how to
apply the principles of "The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective People" to help everyone, including young
children, identify and use their individual talents.

Figuring
The real-life experiences portrayed in 24/7: The First
Person You Must Lead is YOU are told with a
combination of introspective humor and heartwrenching candor that will inspire you to consider
your approach to leadership from a new
perspective—you. The stories author Becky Halstead,
retired Brigadier General, United States Army, shares
in this book illustrate leadership principles that
transcend age, gender, race, and profession. Her
personal leadership journey will capture your
attention and cause you to re-evaluate how you
define leadership – whether you are a corporate CEO
or a high school student. The book presents the
author's five fundamental leadership truths, followed
by her key leadership principles, which ultimately lead
you to her inspirational definition of leadership. The
principles and supporting personal stories cover a
lifetime of leadership lessons: from playing sports in
high school to taking responsibility for over twenty
thousand soldiers and civilians in combat as a general
officer in Iraq. Becky has built highly successful teams
in demanding environments and stressful situations.
In 24/7 she shares with you the heart and mind traits
and skills that allowed her to do so.The book also
provides multi-leadership perspectives: the author as
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a leader, the one being led, a peer leader, and as an
individual who becomes part of an enduring
leadership legacy. She explains how to learn from
both toxic and ideal work environments and bosses.
This book is a much needed guide that reminds you
what is really important when you are in a position of
leadership. Becky has effectively translated lessons
learned as a child growing up in small town USA, as a
member of the second class of women to attend the
United States Military Academy, and as the first
female general to command at the strategic level, to
a practical guide for use in the civilian world. In recent
years, women in the military -- especially in combat -have been the center of controversial discussions and
congressional policy. While not her intent, these
stories also educate those of you unfamiliar with the
role of women in the military, providing a new
understanding of the greater effectiveness of a
military that includes them. Her stories are humorous,
sad, celebratory, intense, and consistently relevant.
Because they range over a life-time—from being a
junior level leader responsible for a small team to
being a senior level leader with a complex mission
and a widely diverse team—the stories provide a
relatable path of lessons in self-leadership. Becky's
authenticity and unique experiences enhance her
powerful messages. 24/7 is a book that you will want
to refer to again and again as you find yourself in
tough positions as a leader or as the person being led.

24/7
In The Five Dysfunctions of a Team Patrick Lencioni
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once again offers a leadership fable that is as
enthralling and instructive as his first two best-selling
books, The Five Temptations of a CEO and The Four
Obsessions of an Extraordinary Executive. This time,
he turns his keen intellect and storytelling power to
the fascinating, complex world of teams. Kathryn
Petersen, Decision Tech's CEO, faces the ultimate
leadership crisis: Uniting a team in such disarray that
it threatens to bring down the entire company. Will
she succeed? Will she be fired? Will the company fail?
Lencioni's utterly gripping tale serves as a timeless
reminder that leadership requires as much courage as
it does insight. Throughout the story, Lencioni reveals
the five dysfunctions which go to the very heart of
why teams even the best ones-often struggle. He
outlines a powerful model and actionable steps that
can be used to overcome these common hurdles and
build a cohesive, effective team. Just as with his other
books, Lencioni has written a compelling fable with a
powerful yet deceptively simple message for all those
who strive to be exceptional team leaders.

The Leader in Me
Entering a new leadership role? Leading a
reorganization or integrating teams? Get better
results faster by building and implementing your
100-Day Action Plan Your first 100 days in a new
leadership position are critical, as they set the
foundation for your team's success going forward. The
New Leader's 100-Day Action Plan helps you start
gaining traction even before your first day in a new
job. The playbook gives you a concrete strategy for
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getting a fast start—engaging the culture, setting
direction, aligning the team, avoiding common
missteps, and delivering results. This new fourth
edition has been updated with new graphics and
downloadable tools, and expanded with new
information learned from real-world clients over the
past twelve years. Many organizations, regardless of
size, industry, or geography, realize that it is
strategically imperative to effectively onboard leaders
into new roles and combine teams during M&A and
reorganization. New thinking for new teams provides
ways to get quick results with key business initiatives,
and new discussions on cultural fit and evolution to
help you better contribute to your organization's
success. Updated stories and case studies provide
real-life glimpses at how successful leaders navigate
tricky situations, and extensive online tools point you
toward additional resources as the need arises. 40
percent of new leaders fail within the first eighteen
months on the job. When a new leader drops the ball,
it's at the expense of the team, the organization, and
the leader's track record. Successful leaders start
leading and delivering immediately. This book shows
you how to start getting results right away and
dramatically increase your chances for success—by
systematically shaping your leadership with intent.
Take control from the start Expect the surprises and
avoid the mistakes Manage your message and shape
culture Set direction and build an aligned leadership
team Fuel momentum and deliver results Your new
leadership role begins the moment you accept the
offer, the deal is done, or the re-organization is
announced. The New Leader's 100-Day Action Plan
gives you a concrete framework for successful
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leadership and a clear roadmap to the critical first
100 days.

Foundational Success
Your next professional move can make or break your
career. Are you ready? In business, especially today,
you are only as successful as your next career
transition. Do well, and you'll be on the fast track to
even more challenging roles. Fail, and you could
irreparably harm your career--and your organization.
In his international bestseller The First 90 Days,
transition guru Michael D. Watkins outlined a set of
basic principles for getting up to speed quickly in new
professional roles. Since that book was published
Watkins has worked with thousands of leaders,
helping them to accelerate their transitions. These
leaders posed challenging questions on how to apply
the basic principles in real-life situations. The truth
that emerged: the First 90 Days framework can be
applied in every transition, but the way you apply it is
entirely different when you have been promoted to a
higher level than it is when you are joining a new
organization or taking a role in a different country.
Master Your Next Move answers a distinct need,
focusing on the most common types of transitions
leaders face and the unique challenges posed by
each. Based on years of research, and now with a new
introduction, this indispensable book explores eight
crucial transitions virtually everyone encounters
during their career, including promotion, leading
former peers, onboarding into a new company,
making an international move, and turning around a
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business in crisis. With real-world examples and many
practical models and tools, Master Your Next Move is
your guide to surviving and thriving as you make your
next move . . . and every one after that.

Contemporary Leadership Challenges
Kingdom leadership does not begin and end at the
church door. Christians are called to conduct
leadership in government, commerce, schools,
neighborhoods, families, para-church ministries and a
myriad other contexts. God has given us many gifts,
and our responsibility is to be stewards of those gifts,
and use them to do the King s work. In that context,
this comprehensive text explores key facets of
leadership from a Christian worldview so as to equip
people to conduct leadership more authentically than
would be possible under alternative paradigms. The
book begins with the seldom considered theological
foundations of leadership while also tracing the
historic roots of management, organization and
leadership theories. All of this leads to a robust
discussion of five essential challenges and
practices--communication, negotiation, decisionmaking, financial stewardship and personal
development. The combined efforts of these experts
in the field provide a practical theology of leadership
from a Christian worldview for emerging and
established leaders. Here is the foundation needed for
those who want to conduct leadership in a manner
consistent with their faith in both religious and
nonreligious organizational contexts.
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Leadership for Organizations
You're in Charge, Now What?
Every leader wants to finish well, but sometimes the
challenges and discouragements in life become too
much to handle. Overwhelmed, we settle for less than
God's best. Whether you are just beginning your
ministry journey or you are a seasoned veteran who is
feeling tired, ineffective, or ready to quitmaybe it's
time for a Leadership Awakening! Your life can be
marked by God's goodness all the way to the finish
line. Through the time-tested principles Doug Stringer
lays out, you will discover how to Measure successful
leadership God's way Overcome the oppositions godly
leaders face Display leadership traits that transform
your family, workplace, church, and world Equip
yourself-and those you're leading-to run the race and
finish well And much more! Don't allow yourself to
become a casualty on the battlefield of Christian
leadership. You can have an impactful life and hear
God's beautiful words of affirmation at the end of your
journey"Well done, good and faithful servant"
(Matthew 25:23).

The New Leader's 100-Day Action Plan
For more than twenty years, millions of managers in
Fortune 500 companies and small businesses
nationwide have followed The One Minute Manager's
techniques, thus increasing their productivity, job
satisfaction, and personal prosperity. These very real
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results were achieved through learning the
management techniques that spell profitability for the
organization and its employees. The One Minute
Manager is a concise, easily read story that reveals
three very practical secrets: One Minute Goals, One
Minute Praisings, and One Minute Reprimands. The
book also presents several studies in medicine and
the behavioral sciences that clearly explain why these
apparently simple methods work so well with so many
people. By the book's end you will know how to apply
them to your own situation and enjoy the benefits.
That's why The One Minute Manager has continued to
appear on business bestseller lists for more than two
decades, and has become an international sensation.

Developing the Leader Within You 2.0
From us to you the precious gift of freedom from your
unbearable workload and space to breathe! What is
the main thing that stops you doing all those things
you'd love to do? That stops you trying a new idea,
starting a new hobby, looking for new opportunities or
finishing that long-overdue project. It's time isn't it? It
certainly is for most of us. We're all drowning in work
– never-ending to-do lists, constant deadlines one
after the other, too many emails to possibly answer! If
only some of that load could be lifted. If only we could
find some space, some breathing room, some time to
actually think. It would mean we could try new things,
think creatively, do our best rather than just enough
to get it done and off our plate. Certainly in work,
business growth is dependent on creative thinking
and innovation – you need time to do that. If you want
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to succeed in your career, or make more room in your
life for the nonwork stuff, then you need to free up
some time. And what's the key to finding time?
Delegation. Let Gail Thomas teach you to art of
delegation. Stop wasting your time on tasks you're
overqualified for and see how you actually can focus
on the important stuff. And you won't just learn how
to delegate 'down' – Gail will also help you master
upwards delegation. The Gift of Time includes: How
proper delegation can lead to a more successful
career and a happier life Solid research into the value
of delegation in real monetary terms An examination
of the attitudes and barriers to delegation and how to
overcome them Different types of delegation – not
just 'downward delegation' but upwards and sideways
delegation, silent and stakeholder delegation Articles
by guest writers – experts in particular areas, such as
parental delegation Case studies to illustrate exactly
how effective delegation has been done to great
results

The Artisan Teaching Model for
Instructional Leadership
This edition tackles the issue of self-deception and
provides methodologies to help people overcome it.

First 90 Days
Where is leadership when we need it? What can
today’s corporate, non-profit, military, and publicservice leaders learn from daring decisions that
changed history? In Time to Lead, Jan-Benedict
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Steenkamp presents a fresh examination of historymaking leaders by holding a magnifying glass up to a
life-changing dilemma each of them faced. What we
learn is how powerful the personalities of leaders and
their decision-making processes can be in
determining the course of human events—and the
fates of millions of people. Steenkamp explains how
these great men and women arrived at the solutions
to the problems they confronted by virtue of their
character traits and whether they were foxes or
hedgehogs—as in the ancient parable—or, as he
further categorizes, eagles or ostriches. Sixteen
carefully curated case studies hold powerful lessons
that today’s leaders can apply in their own
professional lives. Readers will recognize Roosevelt,
Washington, Mandela, Thatcher, Alexander the Great,
and MLK, but other lesser-known leaders, such as
Themistocles, Clovis, Peter, Fisher, and Nightingale
provide equally valuable insights into how individuals
make decisions based upon one of seven leadership
styles (adaptive, persuasive, directive, disruptive,
authentic, servant, and charismatic) and four
personality classifications (hedgehog, fox, eagle, or
ostrich). Steenkamp’s assessment tools provide
seasoned and aspiring leaders alike with the means to
not only determine their own individual styles, but
how to step up when they inevitably come face-toface with their own moments of truth. Chapter
takeaways, leadership principles, and open-ended,
reflective questions will confer encouragement,
enrichment, and empowerment on readers when they
realize they can utilize the same tactics as these
leaders in their own lives. Time to Lead is about great
men and women, their actions in leadership that have
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withstood the test of time, what we can learn from
them—and the lessons that are relevant for us here
and now.

What the Heck Is EOS?
Shay was still angry but shrugged nonchalantly as if
to say, it’s not that big of a deal. “So, what am I
wrong about?” “You’re not going to want to hear this,
but I have to tell you anyway.” Liam paused before
finishing. “You might be working hard, but you’re not
doing it for the company.” “What the hell does that
mean?” Shay wanted to know. Knowing that his
adversary might punch him for what he was about to
say, Liam responded. “You’re doing it for yourself.”
New York Times best-selling author Patrick Lencioni
has written a dozen books that focus on how leaders
can build teams and lead organizations. In The
Motive, he shifts his attention toward helping them
understand the importance of why they’re leading in
the first place. In what may be his edgiest page-turner
to date, Lencioni thrusts his readers into a day-long
conversation between rival CEOs. Shay Davis is the
CEO of Golden Gate Alarm, who, after just a year in
his role, is beginning to worry about his job and is
desperate to figure out how to turn things around.
With nowhere else to turn, Shay receives some hardto-swallow advice from the most unlikely and
unwanted source—Liam Alcott, CEO of a more
successful security company and his most hated
opponent. Lencioni uses unexpected plot twists and
crisp dialogue to take us on a journey that culminates
in a resolution that is as unexpected as it is
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enlightening. As he does in his other books, he then
provides a straightforward summary of the lessons
from the fable, combining a clear explanation of his
theory with practical advice to help executives
examine their true motivation for leading. In addition
to provoking readers to honestly assess themselves,
Lencioni presents action steps for changing their
approach in five key areas. In doing so, he helps
leaders avoid the pitfalls that stifle their organizations
and even hurt the people they are meant to serve.

The Gift of Time
The need to develop better business leaders has
never been greater. Leadership for Organizations
provides a brief overview of leadership at the
individual, team, and organizational levels. Authors
David A. Waldman and Charles O’Reilly expertly cover
the foundational leadership approaches with a special
emphasis on contemporary issues as well as visionary
and strategic leadership. The text is accompanied by
more than 40 video cases from Stanford Graduate
School of Business’s Leadership in Focus video
collection. Students learn through role-modeling as
they watch real-world leaders, ranging from first-time
managers to CEOs, share stories of their leadership
challenges and successes. A Complete Teaching &
Learning Package SAGE Premium Video Included in
the interactive eBook! SAGE Premium Video tools and
resources boost comprehension and bolster analysis
and include videos from Stanford’s Leadership in
Focus video collection. Learn more. Interactive eBook
Includes access to SAGE Premium Video, multimedia
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tools, and much more! Save when you bundle the
interactive eBook with the print version. Order using
bundle ISBN: 978-1-5443-6582-4. Learn more. SAGE
coursepacks FREE! Easily import our quality instructor
and student resource content into your school’s
learning management system (LMS) and save time.
Learn more. SAGE edge FREE online resources for
students that make learning easier. See how your
students benefit.

Developing Leadership Talent
A state-of-the-art reference, drawing on key
contemporary research to provide an in-depth,
international, and competencies-based approach to
the psychology of leadership, change and OD Puts
cutting-edge evidence at the fingertips of
organizational psychology practitioners who need it
most, but who do not always have the time or
resources to keep up with scholarly research
Thematic chapters cover leadership and employee
well-being, organizational creativity and innovation,
positive psychology and Appreciative Inquiry, and
leadership-culture fit Contributors include David
Cooperrider, Manfred Kets de Vries, Emma DonaldsonFeilder, Staale Einarsen, David Day, Beverley AlimoMetcalfe, Michael Chaskalson and Bernard Burnes

Fictions of the Black Atlantic in American
Foundational Literature
Has your company struggled to roll EOS out to all
levels of your organization? Do your employees
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understand why EOS is important or even what it is?
What the Heck is EOS? is for the millions of
employees in companies running their businesses on
EOS (Entrepreneurial Operating System). An easy and
fast read, this book answers the questions many
employees have about EOS and their company: What
is an operating system? What is EOS and why is my
company using it? What are the EOS foundational
tools and how do they impact me? What’s in it for
me? Designed to engage employees in the EOS
process and tools, What the Heck is EOS? uses simple,
straightforward language and provides questions
about each tool for managers and employees to
discuss creating more ownership and buy-in at the
staff level. After reading this book, employees will not
only have a better understanding of EOS but they will
be more engaged, taking an active role in helping
achieve your company’s vision.

Onboarding
The Future of Nursing explores how nurses' roles,
responsibilities, and education should change
significantly to meet the increased demand for care
that will be created by health care reform and to
advance improvements in America's increasingly
complex health system. At more than 3 million in
number, nurses make up the single largest segment
of the health care work force. They also spend the
greatest amount of time in delivering patient care as
a profession. Nurses therefore have valuable insights
and unique abilities to contribute as partners with
other health care professionals in improving the
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quality and safety of care as envisioned in the
Affordable Care Act (ACA) enacted this year. Nurses
should be fully engaged with other health
professionals and assume leadership roles in
redesigning care in the United States. To ensure its
members are well-prepared, the profession should
institute residency training for nurses, increase the
percentage of nurses who attain a bachelor's degree
to 80 percent by 2020, and double the number who
pursue doctorates. Furthermore, regulatory and
institutional obstacles -- including limits on nurses'
scope of practice -- should be removed so that the
health system can reap the full benefit of nurses'
training, skills, and knowledge in patient care. In this
book, the Institute of Medicine makes
recommendations for an action-oriented blueprint for
the future of nursing.

First-Time Leader
As a leader, you know that developing leaders is
crucial to your team’s success. You also know that
when life gets busy, meaningful leader development
activities take a back seat to the swarm of everyday
tasks. Who has time to discuss—let alone research
and refine—quality content that will make a real
difference? Andrew Steadman has lived this
frustration and wrote The Military Leader to give
leaders straightforward, highly relevant, inspirational
leader development insight they can use to grow
themselves and their teams. The Military Leader is
your leader development program when you don’t
have time for one.
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The Gen Z Frequency
Not many industry revolutions begin with a typical
married couple who risk everything to do something
they've never done before. But that is exactly what
Art and Lori Barter did in 2004 when they purchased
Datron World Communications. The husband and wife
knew everything about the power of strong values
and the lack of values in modern corporations, but
nothing about running a large-scale business that was
-- at the time -- losing money. It was a test of faith
and perseverance unlike any other. Everything from
financial security to spiritual fulfillment was on the
line. The Art of Servant Leadership II instructs modern
business leaders on how to transform their businesses
to servant-led organizations that prioritize integrity
over profitability and never-ending quests to
accumulate power. By integrating the servant-led
paradigm into their inner lives and professional
thinking, today's leaders can revolutionize heartless
corporate strategies that reward the few at the
expense of the many. Today, Datron World
Communications is a multimillion-dollar, multicultural,
international company with customers in more than
eighty countries. That success is the result of the
lessons taught in The Art of Servant Leadership II and
proof that serving others with compassion and
humility brings unprecedented rewards.

The Wiley-Blackwell Handbook of the
Psychology of Leadership, Change, and
Organizational Development
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Focusing upon texts written between the emergence
of the United States as a nation and the Civil War,
these writings convey a feeling of unease about the
issue of slavery and the slave trade that erupted in
the Civil War in 1861.

The Future of Nursing
Based on the popular Developing Leadership Talent
program offered by the acclaimed Center for Creative
Leadership, this important resource offers a nuts-andbolts framework for putting in place a leadership
development system that will attract and retain the
best and brightest talent. Step by step, the authors
explain how alignment with strategic goals and
organizational purpose and effective developmental
experiences are the backbone of a successful
leadership program. An authoritative and useful book,
Developing Leadership Talent is an essential tool for
any leadership program.

The New Leader's 100-Day Action Plan
Generation Z, ranging from tweens to young adults,
has enormous spending power; yet it is one of the
most challenging generational cohorts for brands to
reach. It is projected to be the largest consumer
demographic in history, driving a forecast from the
HRC Retail Advisory of 40% of all US consumer
spending, and another 40% of all consumers in the
US, Europe and BRIC by 2020 (Brazil, Russia, India,
China), according to other sources. Embodying an
unrelenting relationship with information and mobile
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technology from a young age, Generation Z's
ecosystem is infinitely more complex and varied than
any generation before. Staying tuned-in to this
demographic's impatience, confidence and constantly
evolving trends can be daunting for any marketer
trying to keep up. The Gen Z Frequency offers a
comprehensive guide for any brand or organization
trying to reach this demographic, covering
fundamental truths, content creation, engagement
strategies and tactics such as social media,
experiential, emerging technologies, and much more.
It is woven with fascinating case studies and realworld stories from the trenches, plus key insights
from leading youth brands and Gen Z themselves.
Whether you are new to marketing or a seasoned
expert, The Gen Z Frequency is the ultimate resource
for tuning in to Generation Z.

Dare to Lead
A number of experts have provided solid building
blocks for your personal and professional success.

The Military Leader
What's a rookie manager to do? Faced with new
responsibilities, and in need of quick, dependable
guidance, novice managers can't afford to learn by
trial and error. The First-Time Manager is the answer,
dispensing the bottom-line wisdom they need to
succeed. A true management classic, the book covers
essential topics such as hiring and firing, leadership,
motivation, managing time, dealing with superiors,
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and much more. Written in an inviting and accessible
style, the revised sixth edition includes new material
on increasing employee engagement, encouraging
innovation and initiative, helping team members
optimize their talents, improving outcomes, and
distinguishing oneself as a leader. Packed with
immediately usable insight on everything from
building a team environment to conducting
performance appraisals, The First-Time Manager
remains the ultimate guide for anyone starting his or
her career in management.

Leadership Awakening
Social and behavioral science has for decades studied
and recognized leadership as a social exchange
between leaders and followers. But leadership is
rather complex, and as such, it tends to lead to an
increased interest within and across different
disciplines. This book is an attempt to provide
theoretical and empirical framework to better
understand leadership challenges in various contexts.
The authors cover an array of themes that span from
an individual level to an organizational and societal
level. In this volume, two sections are presented. The
first section based on individual level focuses on
different leadership styles and abilities, and the other
section provides theories to understand leadership in
public administration, in industrial settings and in
nonprofit organizations.

Self-Leadership: How to Become a More
Successful, Efficient, and Effective
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Leader from the Inside Out
Your First Leadership Job
Lead yourself to success—and others are sure to
follow “For leaders looking for a plan of ‘Why, What,
and How’ to become a better leader, the answer is
between the covers of this book.” —Chester Elton,
New York Times bestselling author of The Carrot
Principle, The Orange Revolution, and All In “Ever
wish you could be more confident, more engaged, or
more productive in your life? Look no further. All the
concepts and tools are right here.” —Ryan M.
Niemiec, Psy.D., Psychologist and Education Director,
VIA Institute on Character “Self-reliance, courage,
confidence, emotional self-awareness, and
perseverance encompassed into one leadership
concept.” —Garee W. Earnest, Ph.D., Professor, The
Ohio State University “Bryant and Kazan’s
groundbreaking work challenges us to take the first
small steps of what will be for many a lifelong journey
of self-discovery from the inside out.” —R. Dale Safrit,
Ed.D., Professor, North Carolina State University
“Andrew and Ana’s . . . research, insights, and
experience provide a practical tool-kit on how you can
choose to live your life and your work and influence
others to do the same.” —Philip Beck, Chairman,
Dubeta “It is generally accepted in the business
literature that the heart of leadership is leading self. I
believe that leading self is also the path to being a
‘responsible’ leader. The important contribution made
by Self Leadershipis that it tells you what to do if you
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want to get better at leading self. Read this book if
you desire to be more effective as a leader and
remember, "You don't have to be bad at leadership to
get better." —Stephen C. Lundin Ph.D., author of the
bestseller, Fish!

The Theory of the Business (Harvard
Business Review Classics)
The Artisan Teaching Model merges the idea of
teamwork with the concept of an artisan-apprentice
relationship. As in any apprenticeship, newer
members of the profession work alongside experts
("artisans"). As apprentices become more skilled, they
take on larger and more substantial roles and
continue to work alongside, and together with,
artisans. Over time, the apprentices become artisans
themselves and in turn share the art and craft of
teaching with newer teachers. Although rubrics and
checklists may cue good teaching practices, they do
not make great teachers or effective leaders.
Teaching is a craft, and great teachers must be
treated as the artisans they are. It's the intensive
collaboration among teachers that helps them
develop the broad range of skills they need to
become true artisans who know how to help every
student achieve. Baum and Krulwich work from this
underlying premise and argue that all schools must
develop conditions that allow true artisanship to
flourish. "Baum and Krulwich's Artisan Teaching is a
great example of the power of collaboration in schools
. . . and should be widely emulated by those
interested in building capacity and improving schools.
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Great ideas for creating a school community based in
deep learning that benefits all schools." —Michael
Fullan, Professor Emeritus, University of Toronto
"Artisan Teaching puts the emphasis right where it
belongs—on the home-grown, teacher-led creation
and improvement of course curriculum and
instruction. Baum and Krulwich's book, based on the
excellent results achieved at their school in the Bronx,
confirms the unrivaled power of focusing on the right
things, all the time." —Mike Schmoker, Author of
Leading with Focus "Baum and Krulwich's system is a
powerful and innovative new approach to leadership
development within schools. The Artisan Teaching
Model is both bold and creative and can be
implemented successfully in any school in the
country. It is a must-read for anyone interested in
school improvement." —Joel Klein, Former Chancellor,
NYC Department of Education

The Five Dysfunctions of a Team
Figuring explores the complexities of love and the
human search for truth and meaning through the
interconnected lives of several historical figures
across four centuries—beginning with the astronomer
Johannes Kepler, who discovered the laws of
planetary motion, and ending with the marine
biologist and author Rachel Carson, who catalyzed the
environmental movement. Stretching between these
figures is a cast of artists, writers, and
scientists—mostly women, mostly queer—whose
public contribution have risen out of their
unclassifiable and often heartbreaking private
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relationships to change the way we understand,
experience, and appreciate the universe. Among
them are the astronomer Maria Mitchell, who paved
the way for women in science; the sculptor Harriet
Hosmer, who did the same in art; the journalist and
literary critic Margaret Fuller, who sparked the
feminist movement; and the poet Emily Dickinson.
Emanating from these lives are larger questions about
the measure of a good life and what it means to leave
a lasting mark of betterment on an imperfect world:
Are achievement and acclaim enough for happiness?
Is genius? Is love? Weaving through the narrative is a
set of peripheral figures—Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Charles Darwin, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Herman
Melville, Frederick Douglass, Nathaniel Hawthorne,
and Walt Whitman—and a tapestry of themes
spanning music, feminism, the history of science, the
rise and decline of religion, and how the intersection
of astronomy, poetry, and Transcendentalist
philosophy fomented the environmental movement.

Leadership and Self-deception
The CEO of General Electric looks back on his
distinguished career with the corporation and shares
his personal philosophy of business and innovative
managerial style.

The Motive
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Brené Brown has
taught us what it means to dare greatly, rise strong,
and brave the wilderness. Now, based on new
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research conducted with leaders, change makers, and
culture shifters, she’s showing us how to put those
ideas into practice so we can step up and lead. Don’t
miss the hourlong Netflix special Brené Brown: The
Call to Courage! NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY BLOOMBERG Leadership is not about
titles, status, and wielding power. A leader is anyone
who takes responsibility for recognizing the potential
in people and ideas, and has the courage to develop
that potential. When we dare to lead, we don’t
pretend to have the right answers; we stay curious
and ask the right questions. We don’t see power as
finite and hoard it; we know that power becomes
infinite when we share it with others. We don’t avoid
difficult conversations and situations; we lean into
vulnerability when it’s necessary to do good work. But
daring leadership in a culture defined by scarcity,
fear, and uncertainty requires skill-building around
traits that are deeply and uniquely human. The irony
is that we’re choosing not to invest in developing the
hearts and minds of leaders at the exact same time
as we’re scrambling to figure out what we have to
offer that machines and AI can’t do better and faster.
What can we do better? Empathy, connection, and
courage, to start. Four-time #1 New York Times
bestselling author Brené Brown has spent the past
two decades studying the emotions and experiences
that give meaning to our lives, and the past seven
years working with transformative leaders and teams
spanning the globe. She found that leaders in
organizations ranging from small entrepreneurial
startups and family-owned businesses to nonprofits,
civic organizations, and Fortune 50 companies all ask
the same question: How do you cultivate braver, more
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daring leaders, and how do you embed the value of
courage in your culture? In this new book, Brown uses
research, stories, and examples to answer these
questions in the no-BS style that millions of readers
have come to expect and love. Brown writes, “One of
the most important findings of my career is that
daring leadership is a collection of four skill sets that
are 100 percent teachable, observable, and
measurable. It’s learning and unlearning that requires
brave work, tough conversations, and showing up
with your whole heart. Easy? No. Because choosing
courage over comfort is not always our default. Worth
it? Always. We want to be brave with our lives and our
work. It’s why we’re here.” Whether you’ve read
Daring Greatly and Rising Strong or you’re new to
Brené Brown’s work, this book is for anyone who
wants to step up and into brave leadership.

The First-Time Manager
Peter F. Drucker argues that what underlies the
current malaise of so many large and successful
organizations worldwide is that their theory of the
business no longer works. The story is a familiar one:
a company that was a superstar only yesterday finds
itself stagnating and frustrated, in trouble and, often,
in a seemingly unmanageable crisis. The root cause of
nearly every one of these crises is not that things are
being done poorly. It is not even that the wrong things
are being done. Indeed, in most cases, the right
things are being done—but fruitlessly. What accounts
for this apparent paradox? The assumptions on which
the organization has been built and is being run no
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longer fit reality. These are the assumptions that
shape any organization's behavior, dictate its
decisions about what to do and what not to do, and
define what an organization considers meaningful
results. These assumptions are what Drucker calls a
company's theory of the business. The Harvard
Business Review Classics series offers you the
opportunity to make seminal Harvard Business
Review articles a part of your permanent
management library. Each highly readable volume
contains a groundbreaking idea that continues to
shape best practices and inspire countless managers
around the world—and will have a direct impact on
you today and for years to come.

Organizational Leadership
First-time leaders get motivational and planning tools
from top executive coaching firms The First-Time
Leader provides basic frameworks, processes, and
tools to help first-time leaders and their teams deliver
better results faster. Leading is about inspiring and
enabling others to do their absolute best, together, to
realize a meaningful and rewarding shared purpose.
Authors George Bradt, Managing Director of
PrimeGenesis, and Gillian Davis, Managing Director of
AlanKey, show how to achieve these results through
the BRAVE acronym: Behaviors, Relationships,
Attitudes, Values, Environment. Learn the three
stages of team development, and get advice for
specific leadership situations including onboarding
yourself, onboarding others, and crisis management.
Offers a way of thinking about leadership and a
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structure for action to help first-time leaders lead at
both overall conceptual and tactical levels Includes
downloadable tools that are easily adaptable for each
leader's specific context Contains illustrative
examples and stories from a range of experienced
leaders and experts to help guide first-time leaders
through things they may not have experienced
themselves The First-Time Leader shows new leaders
what to do next, later, never, why, and how. It's an
indispensible guide for stepping up and inspiring
others to come together for success.

Jack
Becoming the Very Best First-Time Leader
Congratulations! You’re now in charge. Perhaps it’s
your first time as a leader, or maybe you want to finetune your skills. Either way, you’ve begun one of the
most rewarding chapters of your career. But, like
many beginnings, the first few years can be
challenging. Fortunately, you don’t have to tackle this
challenge on your own. Your First Leadership Job
gives you practical advice straight from others who
have walked in your shoes. Not only does it include
dozens of tools to ensure your success, but it’s also
based on the authors’ and DDI’s extensive experience
and research, which ultimately has led to the
development of millions of leaders around the world.
In fact, a quarter-million leaders will be developed this
year alone via DDI training. Your First Leadership Job
is divided into two sections. Part 1 introduces the
concept of catalyst leader—one who sparks energy,
passion, and commitment in others. Your transition to
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catalyst leader is a major step in your leadership
journey. This book provides essential tips to put you
on the catalyst path. Ultimately, leadership is about
the many conversations—frequent, clear, authentic,
and occasionally difficult—that you will have daily.
Your First Leadership Job builds awareness of the
fundamental skills you’ll come to rely on to make
every one of these interactions successful. Part 2
devotes 13 chapters to critical core leadership
competencies, including coaching for success, hiring
the best employees, turning dreaded appraisals into
discussions that propel performance, and handling
difficult employees. It also includes a chapter for firsttime female leaders. Look at Your First Leadership Job
as an indispensable companion to becoming an
awesome leader—one who will make a positive,
lasting impact on your team, family, and career. Visit
www.yourfirstleadershipjob.com to learn more.

The Art of Servant Leadership II
Explains how trust is a key catalyst for personal and
organizational success in the twenty-first century, in a
guide for businesspeople that demonstrates how to
inspire trust while overcoming bureaucratic obstacles.

Time to Lead
Over the past few decades, there’s been an
exponential rise in the number of books and studies
on leadership and what we need to do to ensure
organizational success in today’s increasingly
complex and interconnected global market. And yet,
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year after year, we continue to see research that
shows employee engagement and morale levels
plateauing on the low end of the scale. Why is this?
Why are we unable to move the needle and create
the kind of working conditions that not only allow our
employees to succeed, but thrive under our
leadership? What these findings reveal is that leaders
often can’t see the gap that exists between what they
want their leadership to represent and how others
actually experience their leadership. Many of us are
experiencing a common perceptual problem where
our brain sends us false signals assuring us that
everything is okay when it is not. We call this
phenomenon Leadership Vertigo. Leadership Vertigo:
Why Even the Best Leaders Go Off Course and How
They Can Get Back On Track will help you to
understand how you can counter these bouts of selfdeception by employing four Leadership
Landmarks—Community, Competence, Credibility,
and Compassion—to get your team back on course.

The SPEED of Trust
In this thoroughly revised and updated 25thanniversary edition of his now-classic work, John C.
Maxwell reveals how to develop the vision, value,
influence, and motivation required of successful
leaders. Twenty-five years ago, John Maxwell
published the book that forever transformed how we
think about leadership. Developing the Leader Within
You revolutionized the way leaders are made and in
the process sold more than one million copies. Now
John Maxwell returns to his classic text to include the
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leadership insights and practices he’s learned in the
decades since the book first appeared. Thoroughly
revised and with two completely new chapters, this
new edition updates the foundational principles for
transformative leadership that Maxwell has used as a
leader for more than 40 years. No matter what arena
you are called to--family, church, business,
nonprofit--the principles Maxwell shares will positively
impact your own life and the lives of those around
you. New readers as well as longtime fans of Maxwell
and the original book won’t want to miss out on this
one.
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